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Responses to Reviewer #1

G. Vali and J.R. Snider

We appreciate the reviewer’s support and the very appropriate suggestions for improvements. Re-

sponses are given for each item after the long arrow.

We agree with the reviewer’s summary of the main point of the paper (impact of parcel cooling rate)

with the slight extension that the treatment includes the limiting case of zero cooling rate as well,

i.e. that of the parcel remaining at a stationary level for a period of time following rise in an updraft.5

Page 29306: Line 4: Suggest rewriting ”...includes a period of time when the parcel remains station-

ary at ...” �! Thanks, that’s better.

Line 22: ”...due to lack of tools to study ice nucleation processes on a molecular scale.” As far

as I understand, there is research being conducted to study ice nucleation on the molecular scale.

Perhaps the sentence can be rephrased ”.... due to difficulties in studying ice nucleation processes10

on a molecular scale”. �! Thanks for the references. We meant to say that ”there are no tools to

observe processes on the scale of embryo formation,” and changed the text to say that.

Page 29307: Line 5: Please add citations for the statement that immersion freezing is the dominant

mode. �! Added references: Lohmann and Diehl, 2006; Murray et al. 2010; deBoer et al. 2011;

Eidhammer et al. 2010; IPCC Climate Change 2013 pg. 604.15

Line 27: suggest rephrasing: ”... as additional parameters in newer parameterizations (Li and Pen-

ner......” �! Added the suggested wording.

Page 29308: Line 21: I suggest using capital D in Time-Dependent Freezing Rate (TDFR) �! Yes.

Page 29309: Line 10: ”or” instead of ”of” �! Yes.

Line 12: ”Initial conditions” �! Yes.20
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Page 29310 Line 16: ”indicates” instead of ”indicated”. �! Yes.

Page 29311 Line 19: I suggest that Eq 5 is described before making references to this equation

in this and the next paragraph. �! While this jumping ahead is not desirable in general, here it

refers only to a numerical correction and Eq. (5) wouldn’t be easy to introduce detached from the

extensive discussion that is given in the next section. So, we prefer to leave the text as is, and trust25

in the readers’ forebearance.

Page 29312: Line 9: Suggest rephrasing: ”...are considered when located at considerable heights

.....” �! Changed as ”.. are considered when located well above cloud base ... ”.

Line 10: ”above”, instead of ”about”. �! Corrected.

Line 18: I suggest including a reference to Knopf and Alpert 2013 (A water activity based model of30

heterogeneous ice nucleation kinetics for freezing of water and aque- ous solution droplets, Faraday

Discussions, 165, 513), who also show the effect of cooling-rate on freezing. �! Good point. In

fact the values of ⇠ indicated by Knopf and Alpert 2013 are comparable to the value adopted in this

paper. Added text accordingly.

Page 29313: Line 20: I suggest defining Ts here (as isothermal level) instead of at line 2 on page35

29314. �! Changed accordingly.

Page 29314: Line 3:. N(s� dt): number of what? �! As given in the first part of the sentence.

Line 5: What does 1 stand for for p1 and q1? �! Given in Table A1.

Line 6: is this notation correct: �20�C� Ts �16�C? �! Corrected the error.

Line24: Should w = 1 have units of C min-1 ?�! Added the units.40

Page 29315: Line 2: not sure what is meant by: ” and some other value” �! Rephrased as ” ...either

w = 1�Cmin�1
or some other value of w.”

Line 8: Since qw is sensitive to the updraft velocity, does that mean that qw is also equally dependent

on the cooling rate? �! Indeed, the dependence on updraft velocity arises from its direct effect on

the cooling rate of the parcel. Added a sentence to that effect.45
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Date: 18 January 2015

Responses to Reviewer #2

G. Vali and J.R. Snider

The reviewer makes a point about the difference in our level of understanding of the thermodynamics

of cloud parcels and that of ice nucleation. This point is clearly valid. In this paper, the simple cloud

model is treated with well-established thermodynamic theory and ice nucleation is treated on the

basis of laboratory observations which at this time have only scanty theoretical underpinnings.

We disagree with the reviewer about the degree of reliability of the formulation of freezing nucleation5

that is used in the paper. Indeed, it is not based on a first principle theory, but it is backed by

considerable empirical evidence and by a plausible physical model. While further developments

in the description of ice nucleation are certain to be forthcoming, there is convergence toward, if

not full community agreement on (as the reviewer points out) approaches that combine the singular

description with time-dependence. Individual assessments differ on how strong that convergence is;10

in our view it is significant enough to trust in its use now and to expect further reinforcements of it

in the future.

In all, we thank the reviewer for his/her thoughtful comments. Specific points are listed below, with

the reviewer’s text in italics, and the responses in normal font.

”The parcel is labeled as adiabatic. Is that adiabatic, or pseudo-adiabatic? Changes in the liquid15

water content are explicitly calculated. Is the latent heat of condensation accounted for? Is the

latent heat of freezing?”

We use ”adiabatic” without a modifier because that is consistent with meteorological definition of a

saturated ascent (http://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/Moist-adiabatic process). Our model is that of a

reversible adiabatic parcel. We also note that the difference between reversible and pseudoadabatic20

is relatively minor and would have no perceptible impact on the results here presented. Latent heat

of condensation is included, that of freezing is not because of the negligible mass of ice compared

to liquid.
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”The ice nucleation parameterization is based on measurements that are presented in terms of ice

nucleating particles per unit mass of water. That is used to initialize the parcel. Is it adjusted as25

more water condenses? I don’t think it is, but then why calculate changes in liquid water content

(see previous question)? For a given ice nucleating particle, more water surrounding it (i.e. a bigger

droplet) doesn’t make a difference (once you have bulk water).”

The approach of calculating ice concentrations in proportion to liquid water content was stated in

the first three paragraphs of Section 2. It follows from the use of K(T ) determined with samples30

of precipitation and cloud water as the model input. This is a limitation of the treatment, as was

stated in the last paragraph of Conclusions. The model implies that ice nucleating particles enter

into cloud droplets in proportion to the liquid water content as opposed to a pulse input at cloud

base. Detailed treatments of aerosol to cloud transfer are avoided. More complete models can clarly

be formulated but the goal here was to demonstrate the effects of the time history of the cloud parcel35

and lttle emphasis is placed on the absolute values of the derived ice concentrations.

”There are a few places in the manuscript which state that the stochastic description overestimates

the ice concentration in the parcel. Overestimated in comparison to what? There’s a difference

between the stochastic description and the one you are using here, but you can’t say one is correct

and the other isn’t because you don’t have an observation of a parcel rising through the atmosphere40

with ice concentrations recorded as a function of time and/or height.”

The statements are intended to call attention to the much larger ice concentrations that result from

the stochastic treatment than from the TDFR model, as shown in Fig. 1 with the dash-dot lines and as

explained in the text (last paragraph on pg. 29317). Neither are compared with actual observations

in clouds for lack of suitable data. Again, the credibility of the TDFR model results versus the45

stochastic prediction lies in the reliability of the laboratory measurements on which the TDFR model

is based.

”A comparison of the results presented here to those presented in Knopf and Alpert (2013) would be

warranted. They present results from a stochastic based model that seem quite reasonable.”

We have included that comparison in the revised text. The Knopf and Alpert (2013) measurements50

of cooling-rate dependence yielded results quite comparable to those of Vali (1994) giving added

confidence in the way cooling-rate dependence is treated in the TDFR model.

Pg. 29308, line 9: ”is” should be ”are”.

corrected

Herbert et al. (2014) is not in the list of references.55

added

Pg. 29319, line 10: ”effected” should ”affected”

corrected
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Time-dependent freezing rate parcel model
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Abstract. The Time-Dependent Freezing Rate (TDFR) model here described represents the forma-

tion of ice particles by immersion freezing within an air parcel. The air parcel trajectory follows an

adiabatic ascent and includes a period at time when the parcel remains stationary at the top of its

ascent. The description of the ice nucleating particles (INPs) in the air parcel is taken from labora-5

tory experiments with cloud and precipitation samples and is assumed to represent the INP content

of the cloud droplets in the parcel. Time-dependence is included to account for variations in updraft

velocity and for the continued formation of ice particles at isothermal conditions. The magnitudes

of these factors are assessed on the basis of laboratory measurements. Results show that both fac-

tors give rise to factors of about 3 variations in ice concentration for a realistic range of the input10

parameters. Refinements of the parameters specifying time-dependence and INP concentrations are

needed to make the results more specific to different atmospheric aerosol types. The simple model

framework described in this paper can be adapted to more elaborate cloud models. The results here

presented can help guide decisions on whether to include a time-dependent ice nucleation scheme or

a simpler singular description in models.15

1 Introduction

While it is widely recognized that the formation of ice is a major factor in the evolution of many

tropospheric clouds and in the formation of precipitation, formulations of ice nucleation in cloud

models are still tentative. Three main reasons for this can be identified. First, a proven theoretical

underpinning of heterogeneous ice nucleation is missing. This problem is unlikely to be resolved20

within the foreseeable future due to the lack of tools to study ice nucleation processes on the scale of

embryo formation. Second, the large spatial, temporal, and compositional variability of atmospheric

aerosols, and of the subset of ice nucleating particles (INPs) makes generalizations difficult. This
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difficulty has been well documented in the literature because it is a problem for other aspects of

cloud and climate models as well. Third, parameterizations of available laboratory results on ice25

nucleation have taken a number of diverging paths with relatively weak support for each. There is

agreement however that for low and mid-tropospheric clouds immersion freezing is the dominant

mode of ice nucleation (e.g. Lohmann and Diehl 2006, Murray et al. 2010, Eidhammer et al. 2010,

de Boer et al. 2011, IPCC 2013 page 604).

Since there are so many elements and so many unknowns in how ice nucleation takes place in30

clouds, essentially all cloud, weather and climate models turn to parametric solutions. Much effort

is being dedicated to testing various forms of parameterizations, mostly by evaluating the results

in terms of observed ice concentrations or other cloud properties (e.g. Barahona and Nenes, 2011;

Morales et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; English, 2014). Based on strong evidence, all forms of

the parameterization treat ice nucleation as a function of temperature. This is done with either the35

number of ice nucleation events or their rate per unit time as the starting point. The former path

leads to ice nucleation as a function of temperature, but not on time, and has its roots in the singular

description of ice nucleation, whereas the latter adds time dependence and is based on the stochastic

description of ice nucleation. While the difference of these two approaches appears to be subtle,

they can lead to rather different results depending on the time evolution of the cloud. The difference40

is specially significant for clouds in which air parcels rise to a nearly steady height and remain there

for some period of time. Stratocumulus and altocumulus are two examples of special relevance.

Measurements of the abundance of INPs in the atmosphere using cloud chamber instruments

of various designs provide the basis for formulae dependent on temperature (e.g. Meyers et al.,

1992; Prenni et al., 2007) but these measurements provide limited information regarding the time45

element. Overall aerosol concentration or the abundance of some specific aerosol type (e.g. mineral

dust), threshold size or particle surface area have been included as additional parameters in newer

parameterizations (Li and Penner, 2005; Chen et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2008; Muhlbauer and

Lohmann, 2009; Diehl and Wurzler, 2010; DeMott et al., 2010; Eidhammer et al., 2010; Wang and

Knopf, 2011; Phillips et al., 2012; Niemand et al., 2012; Hiranuma et al., 2014; Peng et al., 2014;50

Paukert and Hoose, 2014).

Stochastic formulations arise from the incorporation of classical nucleation theory (CNT) to define

the dependence of ice nucleating ability on the physical and chemical properties of the INPs. Time

dependence arises from CNT because it is expressed as the rate of nucleation per unit time. Examples

of this approach are Khvorostyanov and Curry, (2000); Diehl and Wurzler, (2004); Hoose, (2010);55

Wang and Knopf, (2011); Yang et al., (2013); Wang et al., (2014); Niedermeier et al., (2014).

The contrasting approaches to modeling ice nucleation in clouds is ascribable, to a great extent,

to conflicting results from laboratory measurements. Vali (2014) argues that those conflicts are ac-

tually the result of imposed interpretations of the laboratory measurements. While many important

questions remain, there is some convergence of evidence that neither the singular nor the stochastic60
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descriptions represent adequately the process of immersion freezing nucleation. The dominant in-

fluence of the nucleating sites resident on the INP is recognized and models have been constructed

to combine that dependence with the time-dependence that follows from molecular fluctuations in

nucleation (Vali, 1994; Wright and Petters, 2013; Herbert et al., 2014). The Vali (1994) results are

confirmed and reinforced by the more recent work in Wright et al. (2013) and are given at least65

partial support in Herbert et al. (2014).

This paper presents an implementation of the laboratory results of Vali (1994) in an adiabatic

parcel model called the Time-Dependent Freezing Rate (TDFR) model. The model allows the impact

of time-dependence to be explored for different INP and cloud scenarios. Laboratory measurements

with water samples, as those of Vali (1994), have the advantage of direct observations of the time70

dependence of ice nucleation. Thus, this aspect of the model has a solid foundation within the limits

of available data. On the other hand, use of these data for deriving ice particle formation in clouds

has the drawback of leaving aside the factors that influence aerosol to cloud transfer processes. The

model is most informative with respect to how time variations influence ice nucleation in clouds in

addition to temperature.75

The TDFR results show that ice particle concentrations vary by factors of up to about 3 with

varying updraft velocities and that under isothermal conditions ice concentrations increase by up

to factors of 3 above the values predicted on the basis of the singular description. In contrast,

for isothermal conditions, the stochastic description leads to overestimates compared to either the

singular description or the TDFR model.80

2 Formulation of the TDFR model

The model is formulated for a parcel that rises at a constant velocity and then comes to a stable

level at the top of its ascent. The parcel is assumed to retain adiabatic properties and there is no

fallout of hydrometeors from the parcel. This scenario is a rough approximation for stratocumulus

or altostratus clouds. It is a simple assumption that is useful for demonstrating the essential features85

of the TDFR model.

Initial conditions are in terms of cloud base temperature and pressure, and the assumed updraft

velocity. Pressure, temperature and saturation vapor pressure are calculated for every 20m of rise.

Liquid water content is the difference between vapor content at cloud base vs. that at altitude. The

three main elements of the nucleation model are (i) the nucleus spectra, (ii) the influence of updraft90

velocity on freezing rate and (iii) the freezing rate after cooling ceases. Immersion freezing is the

only mode of ice nucleation considered. The mechanism of entry of the INPs into the cloud droplets

is not treated and it is assumed that cloud droplets contain either zero or one INP. This assumption

of no multiple INPs per drop is justified by the large ratio between the numbers of cloud droplets

and ice particles.95
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In order to keep focus on the essential features of the model, the concentration of INPs in liquid is

a specified model input and the cloud liquid water content (L) is used to convert this concentration

to one with reference to a volume of cloudy air.

2.1 Nucleus spectra

Characterization of the abundance of INPs is usually expressed in terms of number concentration as100

a function of temperature, often referred to as nucleus spectra. Depending on the method used to

obtain that function, the nucleus spectrum can take one of two forms. The INP number concentration

is expressed per unit volume of air if INPs are detected using cloud chambers of varying designs (e.g.

DeMott et al., 2011) or with filter samples of the atmospheric aerosol. For INPs suspended in liquid

water samples of cloud droplets or of precipitation it is expressed per unit volume of liquid (e.g.105

Vali, 1971; Wright and Petters, 2013).

Numerous and varied experimental methods have clearly established that the number of INPs in-

creases rapidly at temperatures decreasing below 0 �C until the homogeneous nucleation threshold

near �35 �C. This general rule holds equally for samples of air, for precipitation samples or for

prepared aerosol or hydrosol samples with specific substances. Analytically the spectra are most110

frequently represented by an exponential formula with empirically determined constants. One dis-

advantage of this formulation is that, without a specific range of validity being stated, it indicates

a finite number of INPs even at 0 �C and that isn’t physically reasonable. A power-law formula

avoids this problem and can better represent the very low number of INPs active at just a few degrees

below 0 �C. Taking into account the imprecisions of the measurements, the two formulae provide115

equally good fits over a relatively small temperature range. For simplicity, power law formulas are

used in this work but any other analytic or numerical form could be used without any difficulty. The

general form of the equation for the concentration of INPs, with T in �C and using �10 �C as the

reference value, is

K(T ) =A ·
✓

T

�10

◆B

(1)120

and its differential

k(T ) = 0.1 ·A ·B ·
✓

T

�10

◆B�1

. (2)

K(T ) is usually given in the literature per unit volume of water, and hence the dimension of the125

constant A is, in cgs units, cm�3. Here K(T ) is given per unit mass of water, g�1, with no change

in the numerical value of A since the density of water is 1 g cm�3. The constant B is dimensionless1.

The specific formulae used here are taken from the analysis of cloud and precipitation samples.

One example is that given in Vali (1978, Fig. 4) for summer rain over Colorado, USA. The other

is an approximate mean for a number of cloud water samples captured at the summit of the Puy de130

1A list of symbols is given at the end of the text.
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Dome, France, as reported by Joly et al. (2014). These two formulae are designated as V78 and J14

and express the number of INPs active above given temperature T in �C:

KV78(T ) = 12 ·
✓

T

�10

◆6.2

(3)

and135

KJ14(T ) = 13 ·
✓

T

�10

◆6.8

. (4)

As can be seen, these formulae do not contain any dependence on time. KV78 was determined at

a cooling rate of 1�Cmin�1, while the KJ14 data were obtained with stepwise cooling which is

roughly equivalent to an average cooling rate of 0.1�Cmin�1. To normalize the two data sets,140

a correction was applied to KJ14 as per Eq. (5) of Sect. 2.2. In the following, both KV78 and KJ14

will be applied as valid for the same cooling rate of 1�Cmin�1.

Even though the functions K(T ) have been normalized by cooling rate, they are still expressed

in terms of the singular description. It may be remarked that this type of normalization for cooling

rate in general makes comparisons between data obtained with different methods more meaningful.145

Further insight into the meaning of the singular description can be found in Murray et al. (2012),

Vali (2014) and Sear (2014).

It should also be noted that the effects of solutes are ignored; those effects are significant at the

early stages of condensation when the concentrations of dissolved salts is high. In the simulations

here reported the cloud parcels are considered when located well above cloud base height, and hence150

the solute effect has negligible impact on the results.

2.2 Nucleation during cooling

Assuming a closed-parcel adiabatic ascent, the rate of cooling varies only moderately with pressure

(Curry and Webster, 1998; their Table 6.1). However, since the updraft velocity can vary by an

order of magnitude or more under different circumstances, and since the rate of cooling changes in155

proportion to the updraft velocity, the effect of the updraft on the freezing rate needs to be accounted

for.

Empirical data on the cooling-rate dependence of freezing nucleation is available from a few

laboratory measurements (Vali and Stansbury, 1966; Bradley et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2013; Knopf

and Alpert 2013; Wright and Petters, 2013; Herbert et al., 2014). Evidence clearly shows that160

freezing temperatures shift to lower temperatures with increasing cooling rates. This finding is

consistent with the notion that nucleation requires the assembly of a critical size of embryo and if

less time is available at a given temperature the likelihood of the nucleation event is decreased. The

magnitude of this effect is relatively minor but not negligible. It can be expressed, for example,

in terms of the shift in the mean freezing temperature of a sample and it is assumed that this is165

representative of the shift of the entire K(T ) spectrum along the temperature scale. According to
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the laboratory data cited above, the temperature shift can be given as

�T =�⇠ · ln
✓

w

w0

◆
, (5)

where �T is the shift in temperature for given concentration, K(T ) or k(T ), to be reached, w is170

the cooling rate and w0 is a reference value with respect to which the temperature shift is being

determined. The value of the constant ⇠ has been found to range from 0 to ⇠ 1 for different samples.

Experiments with the largest number of tests are those with distilled water (Vali and Stansbury, 1966)

and with suspensions of Arizona Test Dust (ATD) (Wright ant Petters, 2013). Values of ⇠ from these

tests are 0.33 and 0.29, respectively. A value ⇠ = 0.3 is adopted for this paper. Wright et al. (2013)175

show that there is little variation in ⇠ for a large range of different INPs. Knopf and Alpert (2013)

derived values of ⇠ = 0.2 to 1.3 for different materials. Herbert et al. (2014) also suggest that the

value of ⇠ is dependent to the composition of the INPs. In any case, if important variations are

identified, species specific values of ⇠ can be included in the model, weighted by the proportions of

INPs of the species.180

2.3 Nucleation at constant temperature

Data on freezing rates at constant supercooled temperatures is scant and somewhat contradictory,

as discussed in Sect. 3.2.2 of Vali (2014). Here we adopt the results presented in Vali (1994).

Measurements presented there show that the freezing rate decreases with time after the moment that

cooling stops according to the relationship:185

R(t)⌘ �n

�t
=Rs · p · e�q·t (6)

where time t is counted from the arrival of the parcel at the isothermal level (Ts), p and q are

constants, and Rs is the freezing rate in the temperature interval just before cooling stopped, given

by190

Rs =
ns �n(s��t)

�t
= k(Ts ��T ) ·w (7)

using ns to designate the number of nucleation events per unit mass of cloud water that have taken

place by the time the parcel reaches the isothermal level Ts, n(s��t) is the number at a small incre-

ment of time �t prior to that, and w is the rate of cooling at that time.195

The values of the constants p1 = 0.46 and q1 = 0.23min�1 were determined (Vali, 1994) for dis-

tilled water and for �20�C Ts �16�C, using a cooling rate of w = 1�Cmin�1. A re-analysis

of those data yielded the slightly different values used in this work: p1 = 0.32 and q1 = 0.23min�1.

For other temperatures and for other rates of cooling the following assumptions are made: (i) the

value of p remains the same for all cooling rates, pw, (ii) by the end of the isothermal time period,200

ts, the number of freezing events is independent of the rate w at which Ts was reached, and (iii) the

composition of the INPs does not influence the process beyond what is already incorporated in the
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k(T ) function in Eq. (7). The first assumption is made due to the lack of more detailed data. The

second assumption follows, in an intuitive way, from the argument that the isothermal time period

allows for all nucleation events to take place that were retarded during a fast rate of cooling. Con-205

versely, fewer events during that time compensate for larger number of events that accompany a slow

rate of cooling. This assumption is also the simplest one that can be made at this time, pending fur-

ther data. The third assumption is also forced by the lack of data. Clearly, all three assumptions will

need to be tested in future experiments.

Since Rs is dependent on w (cf. Eq. 7), the first two assumptions can only be satisfied if qw210

is calculated as a function of w using the empirical value of q1 = 0.23min�1 to predict the total

number of freezing events during the isothermal interval of duration ts. Equating the integrals of

Eq. (6) for both w = 1�Cmin�1 and for the actual w, for time periods long enough to have R(t)

reach negligible values, leads to

qw = q1 ·
pw
p1

· Rs, w

Rs,1
= q1 ·

pw
p1

· k(Ts ��T ) ·w
k(Ts) ·w0

. (8)215

where the second subscripts on Rs refer either to cooling at rates of w = 1�Cmin�1, for which q1

has been measured, or to some other value of w. Once the value of qw has been determined, the

application of Eq. (6) allows the freezing rate to be calculated for any point in time after the arrival

at the isothermal condition.220

The solution described in the foregoing allows qw to be determined from a series of model runs

for various desired cloud conditions defined by different values of Ts and w. The results are given in

Table 1 and show that the major sensitivity of qw is to the updraft velocity, vup. This occurs because

the product of the updraft velocity and the temperature lapse rate determines the cooling rate w and

because the latter is proportional to qw in Eq. 8.225

However, it is to be noted that both pw and qw can be expected to be dependent on the magnitude

and specific form of K(T ). The latter is expected to be manifested as a dependence on the slope of

the K(T ) at Ts, i.e. the differential nucleus spectrum k(Ts) (Vali, 1971).

2.4 The TDFR model

The number of ice particles in the cloud parcel at any time during the ascent is dependent on the230

cooling rate during the parcel’s ascent. Expressions can be readily written for the number of nucle-

ation events in the cloud water, ns, and for concentration of ice particles at the end of the ascent, Ns,

using w0 = 1�Cmin�1, as

ns =K(Ts ��T ) =K(Ts + ⇠ · lnw) (9)235

and

Ns = ns ·Ls (10)
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where the value of w is determined by the updraft, and the concurrent lapse rate.

The number of nucleation events at the isothermal level increases beyond ns and Ns. The magni-240

tude of this increase is such that after a long period the total concentration of ice particles approaches

the value Ntdfr which is derived, in accordance with assumption (ii) given in Sect. 2.3, from the case

with w = w0 = 1�Cmin�1. The increase, �n0, is given by the integral of Eq. (6). To obtain this

value Eq. (7) is substituted for Rs, the cooling rate is set to the base value w = w0 so that �T = 0,

and the integral is carried from the beginning of the isothermal period to a time long enough to have245

the freezing rate become negligible. The results is:

�n0 =

1Z

0

R(t) · dt= k(Ts) ·
p1
q1

·w0. (11)

The total concentration of ice particles is given by the liquid water content at Ts times the sum of ns

from Eq. (9) and �n0 from Eq. (11):250

Ntdfr =


K(Ts)+ k(Ts) ·

p1
q1

·w0

�
·Ls (12)

which for KV78 from Eq. (3) and with w0 = 1�Cmin�1 yields

Ntdfr =

"
12 ·

✓
Ts

�10

◆6.2

+7.44 ·
✓

Ts

�10

◆5.2

· 0.32
0.23

· 1.0
#
·Ls. (13)

255

Equations (12) and (13) represent an asymptotic value that is approached exponentially from Ns.

When cooling ceases, the rate of approach is Rs (Eq. 7) and this subsequently decreases (Eq. 6).

The time to reach 90 % of the final value is included in Table 1 for each case.

3 Simulation results

The main features of the TDFR model can be illustrated with the example shown in Fig. 1. The260

time evolution of ice particle concentration is shown in this figure for a cloud parcel that rises from

+2�C, 700mb to �10�C with three different assumed updraft velocities. The input concentration

of INPs is taken to be that given by the KV78 spectrum. Portions of the plotted lines with symbols

show the increase in ice concentration during the ascent. This portion of the process terminates with

concentrations indicated by heavy horizontal lines. The subsequent increases in ice concentrations,265

while the parcel is assumed to remain isothermal, is represented by the segments above these line

segments. The cloud liquid water content at �10 �C in all three cases is the same.

As seen in Fig. 1, the TDFR model leads to two notable results. First, the number of ice particles

at the time of arrival at the isothermal level differs for the different updraft velocities; higher values

correspond to slower updraft velocities. Second, ice concentrations during the isothermal period270

continue to increase; the largest increase is found for the high updraft velocity case. The increase

at the steady temperature is due entirely to the time-dependence of the nucleation process. No new

INPs are assumed to enter the cloud parcel; that process is not considered here.
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Results of the same simulations, plotted as a function of temperature are given in Fig. 2. Slower

updrafts lead to higher ice concentration at the same temperature, but the difference is reduced with275

time after reaching the isothermal level.

For the same assumed conditions as those for Figs. 1 and 2, the singular description (with no time-

dependence) would have led to the same number of ice particles at all times independent of updraft

velocity. For the final temperature Ts =�10�C and 2.1gm�3 liquid water content, Eq. (3) yields

Nsing = 2.1⇥ 12⇥ 1.0⇡ 25m�3 for KV78. If time dependence is assumed to follow the stochastic280

assumption, the rate of freezing would be constant throughout the isothermal period at a value equal

to that when the parcel first arrives at that level. The resulting increases in ice concentrations are

shown in Fig. 1 with dash-dot lines. Clearly, for isothermal conditions, the stochastic assumption

can lead to orders of magnitude greater ice concentrations with time than either the singular or the

TDFR models.285

In order to assess the the range predictions of the TDFR model, simulations were made for varying

cloud base conditions, for the two spectra given in Eqs. (1) and (2), and for different top tempera-

tures. The results are summarized in Table 1.

The data in Table 1 lead to the following observations:

1. As expected, colder temperatures lead to higher ice concentrations for all similar conditions.290

In addition, due to estimating the concentration of ice particles in the air parcel from laboratory

measurements of nucleation in water samples, ice concentration is proportional to cloud liquid

water content in these simulations. That relationship is likely not to be strictly valid in general.

2. For the same cloud base conditions, the faster updrafts lead to lower ice concentrations when

arriving at the isothermal level. For example, runs 4, 5 and 6 have Ns = 38, 28 and 21 ice295

particles per m3 of air. This is due to the shorter time available for nucleation to take place, as

discussed in Sect. 2.2.

3. The value of Ns is larger or smaller than Nsing depending on the value of w in comparison

with 1�Cmin�1 in Eq. (9).

4. The value of Ntdfr relative to the ice concentration when the parcel arrives at the isothermal300

level (Ns) is in the range rt = 1.26 to 3.67. Compared to the singular interpretation of K(T )

(no time dependence), the TDFR model yields ice concentrations that are factors of rs = 1.61

to 2.56 higher.

5. The ratio rt =
Ntdfr
Ns

is most strongly dependent on the updraft velocity and secondarily on Ts.

This can be seen in the values in Table 2.305

6. The ratio rs =
Ntdfr
Nsing

depends only on Ts. For Ts =�6,�10 and �14�C the values of rs are

2.42, 1.86 and 1.61 respectively.
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7. Both of the preceding two points refer to concentration ratios at the asymptotic limit; for

shorter time intervals at Ts the ratios would be smaller. The stated ratios are conditioned by

the assumption made here that the values of ⇠, p and q in Eqs. (5) and (6) are independent of310

temperature and of the nature of the INPs. Also, the values are all taken from simulations with

the only two sets of assumed input concentration of INPs, KV78 and KJ14.

8. The time needed for the isothermal increases in ice concentration to take place is linked, in

these calculations, to the updraft-dependent value just before arrival at the isothermal level.

That aspect of the model (see Sect. 2.3) can be improved when more laboratory results allow315

Eq. (6) to be replaced by a better expression, or when p and q are evaluated for INPs of

different materials. The final ice concentration is not effected by this time scale.

9. The ratios rt and rs are not large compared to the atmospheric variability of INP concen-

trations, but the process they represent does call attention to the fact that even at a given

temperature the ice concentrations increase with time. This time dependence should be taken320

into account when interpreting measurements in clouds, and in cloud models.

4 Conclusions

The TDFR model demonstrates that the time-dependence of ice nucleation can be taken into account

within cloud models in a relatively simple manner. The model is constructed on the basis of labo-

ratory measurements of immersion freezing during steady cooling and with constant temperatures.325

The main point that can be derived from the analysis is that taking into account the time-dependence

of immersion freezing nucleation leads to higher ice concentrations than the time-independent sin-

gular model. On the other hand, the stochastic description produces a large overestimate for clouds

that remain isothermal for a period of time. Thus, it seems clear that of the two approaches most

frequently used in cloud models to represent immersion freezing, the stochastic description can330

be more misleading than the singular description. For cloud parcels in which the temperature is

monotonically lowered the difference is less evident, but if there are isothermal periods involved

the difference becomes striking and can lead to grossly erroneous predictions of the numbers of ice

particles expected to form.

The ratio of the TDFR estimates of ice concentrations to that of the singular description, for335

the various scenarios tested in this work, is less than a factor of 3 both during cooling and after

isothermal periods. This factor is relatively small in comparison with the strong dependence of

INPs on temperature: a factor of 3 variation corresponds to about 2�C change in temperature near

�10�C and to a 1�C change near �5�C. The factor 3 is also small in comparison to the variability

of INP spectra in the atmosphere. If the additional complexities due to parcel mixing, secondary ice340

particle generation and other processes are considered, the effects examined in this paper are clearly

of secondary importance.
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It may be concluded that immersion freezing can be reasonably represented in cloud models us-

ing the singular description. A correction for the cooling-rate dependence can be made with fairly

solid support for its magnitude as given by Eq. (5). A further factor of 1 to 3 increase in ice con-345

centrations for clouds that remain isothermal for periods of time is also reasonable on the basis of

results here presented but this factor is more uncertain due to the small number of relevant laboratory

experiments.

The predictions of the TDFR model are dependent on the applicability of various parameters.

Most important are the K(T ) and k(T ) functions. The values here used for ⇠, p and q are known only350

for a very limited range of temperatures and INP types. All of these parameters need to be determined

with special emphasis on warmer temperatures (T >�15�C); such tests can be conducted using the

droplet array technology. While the impacts of better determinations of these parameters on cloud

models can be expected to be minor, the relevant experiments can be of importance for the overall

understanding of ice nucleation processes.355

The effects just described were derived using the assumption that cloud liquid water content alone

is a good descriptor for the number of ice particles to form via immersion nucleation per unit air

volume. This is overly simple due to limited understanding of the transfer of INPs to droplets

and drops within clouds. In view of those problems, and the yet unexplored relationship between

measured INP concentrations in air and in cloud water or precipitation, the results here given offer360

a reasonable first estimate. The main benefit from this work is the insight gained into the process of

freezing nucleation in clouds. The time-dependent factors used in the TDFR model lend themselves

to be incorporated in more detailed cloud models.
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Table 1. Ice particle concentrations obtained with the TDFR model under different initial conditions. Symbols

stand for the following: K(T ) is the nucleus spectrum given by either Eqs. (1) or (2); pcb and Tcb define cloud

base conditions; vup is the assumed updraft velocity; Ts is the temperature, Ns is the ice concentration and w

is the cooling rate when the parcel reaches the isothermal level; qw is the value of the decay constant of the

freezing rate from Eq. (6); Ntdfr is the ice asymptotic value of the ice concentration for the isothermal period;

rt =
Ntdfr
Ns

; Nsing is the ice concentration predicted by a singular interpretation of K(T ); rs = Ntdfr
Nsing

; and t90 is

the time after arrival at the isothermal level for 90 % of the asymptotic ice concentration to be reached.

run K(T ) pcb Tcb vup Ts w Ns qw Ntdfr rt Nsing rs t90

# mb �C m s�1 �C �Cmin�1 m�3 min�1 m�3 m�3 min

1 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 0.4 �6 0.15 1.55 0.12 2.12 1.37 0.88 2.42 72

2 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 2.0 �6 0.73 0.96 0.20 2.12 2.20 0.88 2.42 21

3 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 10 �6 3.7 0.58 0.48 2.12 3.67 0.88 2.42 6.7

4 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 0.4 �10 0.15 37.6 0.090 49.7 1.32 26.8 1.86 98

5 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 2.0 �10 0.77 28.1 0.20 49.7 1.77 26.8 1.86 25

6 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 10 �10 3.85 20.7 0.56 49.7 2.40 26.8 1.86 6.8

7 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 0.4 �14 0.16 305 0.08 388 1.27 240 1.62 122

8 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 2.0 �14 0.80 247 0.20 388 1.57 240 1.62 30

9 Eq. (1) 700 2.0 10 �14 4.02 198 0.65 388 1.95 240 1.62 7.1

10 Eq. (2) 700 2.0 0.4 �10 0.15 42.3 0.094 56.5 1.34 29.1 1.94 98

11 Eq. (2) 700 2.0 2.0 �10 0.77 30.7 0.20 56.5 1.84 29.1 1.94 25

12 Eq. (2) 700 2.0 10 �10 3.85 22.0 0.55 56.5 2.57 29.1 1.94 6.8

13 Eq. (2) 700 2.0 2.0 �6 0.73 0.78 0.20 1.80 2.31 0.70 2.56 21

14 Eq. (2) 700 2.0 2.0 �14 0.80 32.9 0.20 533 1.62 318 1.68 29

15 Eq. (1) 850 10.0 2.0 �6 0.74 2.36 0.20 5.17 2.19 2.15 2.41 34

16 Eq. (1) 850 10.0 2.0 �10 0.77 52.4 0.20 92.8 1.77 49.8 1.86 37

17 Eq. (1) 850 10.0 10 �6 3.68 1.42 0.48 5.17 3.63 2.15 2.40 9.2

18 Eq. (1) 850 10.0 10 �10 3.86 38.5 0.56 92.8 2.41 49.8 1.86 9.3

19 Eq. (1) 500 �5.0 2.0 �10 0.74 9.85 0.19 17.3 1.76 9.3 1.86 15

20 Eq. (1) 500 �5.0 2.0 �14 0.77 122 0.19 190 1.56 118 1.61 20

21 Eq. (2) 500 �5.0 2.0 �10 0.74 10.8 0.19 19.6 1.83 10.1 1.94 15

22 Eq. (1) 500 �5.0 0.4 �10 0.15 13.2 0.089 17.3 1.31 9.3 1.86 49

23 Eq. (1) 500 �5.0 0.4 �14 0.15 151 0.080 190 1.26 118 1.61 75

24 Eq. (2) 500 �5.0 0.4 �10 0.15 14.8 0.093 19.6 1.32 10.1 1.94 49

Table 2. Values of the ratio rt =
Ntdfr
Ns

from Table 1 for three values of the updraft, vup.

vup rt

0.4 1.26 to 1.37

2.0 1.56 to 1.77

10.0 1.95 to 3.7
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Table 3. Nomenclature.

A constant in Eq. (1), g�1

B dimensionless constant in Eq. (1)

L, Ls cloud liquid water content in gm�3 and its value at Ts

K(T ) cumulative concentration of INPs active at temperatures above T per unit mass of water; g�1

k(T ) temperature derivative of K(T ); g�1 �C�1

n number of nucleation events per unit mass of water; g�1

ns the value of n when the parcel arrives at the isothermal level

�n0 increase n during the isothermal period for w0

N number concentration of ice particles in the air parcel, m�3

Ns concentration of ice particles when the parcel arrives at the isothermal level; m�3

Ntdfr concentration of ice particles at the isothermal level as t!1, m�3

p, p1 constant in Eq. (6) and its value for w = 1�Cmin�1

q, q1 constant in Eq. (6) in min�1, and its value for w = 1�Cmin�1

rs ratio of ice concentration after a long isothermal period to the predicted value from the singular description

rt ratio of ice concentrations after a long isothermal period to that when the parcel ascent ends

R(t) rate of increase nucleation events per unit mass of cloud water, g�1min�1

Rs value of R(t) just prior to the air parcel’s arrival at the isothermal level Ts i.e. during last instant of cooling of

the parcel

t time; min

T temperature in �C

Ts temperature at the end of the parcel’s ascent, �C

vup vertical velocity, ms�1

w,w0 cooling rate in �Cmin�1 and a reference value w0 = 1�Cmin�1

⇠ constant in Eq. (5)
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Figure!1.!Time!evolution!of!ice!particle!concentration!in!a!parcel!of!air!undergoing!lifting!at!

three!different!updraft!velocities.!Cloud!base!is!at!700!mb!and!+2°C.!Lifting!stops!at!?10°C!and!
the!parcel!remains!at!that!level.!The!TDFR!model!is!initialized!with!an!INP!concentration!given!
by!Eq.!(3).!The!horizontal!line!segments!at!Ns!indicate!the!ice!concentrations!when!the!lifting!
stops.!!Ntdfr!!is!the!asymptotical!value!of!!ice!concentration!while!the!parcel!is!at!?10°C.!
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Figure!2.!The!same!data!as!in!Fig.!1!displayed!as!a!function!of!temperature!during!the!

lifting!of!the!parcel!and!as!a!function!of!time!after!that.!Time!scales!differ!for!the!three!

cases.!Ns'!and!ΔT'are!indicated!for!0.4!m!s?1!updraft!velocity.!!ΔT!!is!defined!in!Eq.!(5)!
with!w!=!0.15!°C!min?1!for!this!case.!!Nsing!is!the!ice!concentration!from!Eq.!(3)!for!?
10°C!using!the!singular!approximation.!
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